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IntTQdtfction
The set of lines of three-dimensional projective geometry PGg usually called the line geometry (cf. [2] ) is always considered in the projective space which is treated as the theory of the universe of points and planes, with e.g. an incidence relation. The set of lines has a well-known interpretation in five-dimensional projective geonetry (so-called the geometry on Plucker' quadric).
It would be interesting to define the line geometry as the axiomatic theory of the lines with certain relation. An attempt of the axiomatic approach of such a theory was shown below and this paper stands for the first part of research of axiomatic theory (designed by LGg in this paper) for the set lines mentioned above. Next it was shown that in LGg can be built the projective geometry PG^Irepresentation theorems) and. that set of lines built in such a way geometry with the properly defined relation is isomorphic with LG^. This isomorphism allows to treat LG~ as axiomatics of geometry on PIucker'quadric.
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Ve shall use the one-sorted language with one binary predicate to describe this theory. The vartables of this -language will be called lines and denoted by capital Latin letters. The predicate will be denoted by the symbol . The atonic formula A-B will be expressed as "A intersects B"
Considering the volume of this paper, generally we leave out all proofs, but exceptionally, we give the proofs of theorems Tl s 6 t T17,T,18,T19,T20,T21 because they concern the reipresentation of PGg in theory LCg discussed in this paper. On account of the representation mentioned above the .theory may be treated as a one-sorted axiomatic approach to three-dimensional projective geometry.
We shall use the following abbreviations:
where 6. denotes the conjunction 62 a,, -a t> n -
The used symbols Ai.Ti.Ci,Di,Ri denote an axiom, theorem, corollary, definition, and remark (number i), respectively. .
Axioms and main relations
The structure we shall discuss (a realisation of the above language) is of the form
A8. VABCDE[(-{ABC)
The theory
LG3:= Cn ({Al,A2,...,A9})
will be called the line geometry.
As an inaediBte consequence of A4 and A9 we obtain 
SABCXYZ(X,Y.Z E (ABC) A T (XTZ) =» * \ABC) = IXYZ)).
Ve introduce now the relation P. df Intuitively, the' lines are concurrent and lie on the sane plane satisfy the relation P. Using A2.A3 iron D3 we obtain T h e o r e n 6. (a) VABC(lHABC) =» PIBAC)),
T3 and T6(a) inply the following An axiom system P is transitive, i.e.
Theorem 9. VABCD(V(ABC)
19 is a consequence of D3 and T8.
In further investigation there will be useful the notion of pencil, which we define as follows df The essential fact in our theory is the reciprocal position of varieties. The following theorem says about it.
Theorem
3ABCDEFG ((DEG] n \ABD] = {D}
A \DEG\ n \ABC] = 0 A \ABC] n \ABD\ = <AB>).
Proof, (a sketch). A1 together with T2 imply an existence of lines
A,B,C,D; T(ABC) A t(ABD) A C*D.
next from T2 it follows an existence of lines
E.F,G: T[BDE) A T(BDA) A E+A, TIADF) A T(ADB) A F+B, 71DEG) A T(DEB) A G+B.
The obtained lines fulfil the conditions of the above theorem.* Note in addition that from T5 it follows Corollary
VABCDEF (T(ABC) A T(DEF) A
3XYZ (X,Y,Z € I ABC] n IDEF] A T(XYZ)) =» [ABC] = IDEF)).
Varieties
Let T denote the set of all varieties, i.e.
E. Koiniewski r = {« : 3 ABC (A,B,C E £ A T[ABC) A « = M5C])>.
TI with CI say that Remark 1.
(1) Any two elements a ,6 belonging to T fulfil exactly one of the following conditions
(ii) arv& = {C}, for some line C,
From A4, A6 it follows the useful
Using T12 and A7, A8 we may prove (1) larv&l >1 A line I >1 A lancl>l A A*6 A TEC A A*C,
are impossible.
To prove this lemma A6, A7, A8 and T13 have been used.
The proof in cases (2a), (2b), (2c) In accordance with A6 it exists Using A7 we find
D-. D-(AZE) A D-(FB).
Similarly as above we obtain T(ADE) and T(BDF) and T(ADF) and
T(BDE
a a a a
In a similar manner for 61¿00 and cl^afl we find two lines
M, Z.
Hence by D5 we may choose the following lines 
G,E,F: E,G e a A F,G e 0 A E,F.G e a A £VF*G,
K,M e a A L,M e p A K,L,H s b A Z./.K: >T,Z € a A K,Z € $ A JT.K.Z € c
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For A, A' in accordance with A4 we find
E,F: -(AA' E) A -(AA'F)
A E+F. Ve take
Using A6 we choose
Note that Gib. Thus G*E and G*F. P(EFG) is impossible. So T(EFG). As the plane 6 we may take the plane For a line G using T16 we find a point c:
Obviously the point c isn't incidented with any planes belonging to tetrahedron (ABCDEF). Putting (Fig. 2) a 1= \ACF), a 2 = \ADE). a 3 = IBDF), a 4 = IBCF), a 5 = c.
a 1 = IBDE). a 0 = IOSB], ICWO), a.= \AUW), a,-= \ADF\
This completes the proof of T20 and finishes the block of theorems concerning the representation of PGg in LGg.
Isomorphism
In the last part we shall show that basing on the structure </'|,1 
Thus C e a and C e 0. Then C e anf). "b"a"p") .
From the assumption we.
have al^a'0' and Then from L3 there exist two lines C' ,
C" such that {C') = o'n p'ca and {C"}=a"n p"ca and{C'}=a'nb'ca and {C"}=a"n 6"ca. Obviously C'»C". By A4 and T4 (if C'= C") and by T4 ( if C' * C" ) it exists a satisfying C' ,C"e a. Chartrand [11. In particular, by V(G) and E(G) we denote the set of vertices and the set of edges, respectively, of a graph C. We iorm C , the square oI a graph C, by adding to G a new Here is the main result of this note: Theorem 1. Let G be a graph with hamiltonian square and let v be a cutvertex of G If H is one of v-fragments of G
